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Abstract: The Indian economy is seeing a noteworthy down, with GDP development at 4.7% in Q3 2019-20, its most reduced in about 

seven years. The COVID-19 flare-up has exacerbated the difficulties and could send the economy plunging toward a recession.COVID-

19 cases in the nation have been raising quickly. The epic Corona Virus infection is another strain of infection that has not been 

distinguished in human so far. WHO is working intimately with worldwide specialists, governments, and other wellbeing associations to 

give guidance to the nations about prudent and preventive measures. The Indian government has found a way to smooth the bend, for 

example, forcing an across the nation lockdown and a total prohibition on movement. The significance of these measures regardless, 

they have cut down the economy on its knees, affecting both generally speaking utilization and ventures. This has provoked a few rating 

offices to re-examine descending their FY 2020 GDP development gauge for India in the scope of 2.1–4.0%. The magnitude of the 

economic impact will depend upon the duration and severity of the health crisis, the duration of the lockdown and the manner in which 

the situation unfolds once the lockdown is lifted. In this article we depict the condition of the Indian economy in the pre-Covid-19 

period, evaluate the possible effect of the stun on various segments of the economy. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The episode of the Covid-19 pandemic is an uncommon stun 

to the Indian economy. The economy was at that point in a 

parlous state before Covid-19 struck. With the drawn out 

nationwide lockdown, worldwide monetary downturn and 

related interruption of interest and gracefully chains, the 

economy is probably going to confront an extended time of 

stoppage. The greatness of the monetary effect will rely on 

the term and seriousness of the wellbeing emergency, the 

span of the lockdown and the way wherein the circumstance 

unfurls once the lockdown is lifted.  

 

Organizations are wrestling with "colossal vulnerability" 

about their future.  COVID-19 is having a 'profound effect' 

on Indian organizations, over the coming month's 

employments are at high hazard since firms are searching for 

some decrease in labor. Further, it is included that as of now 

COVID-19 emergency has caused an uncommon breakdown 

in monetary exercises in the course of the most recent couple 

of weeks.  

 

The current circumstance is having a "high to high" level 

effect on their business mostly firm are expecting a down 

growth deals in the monetary year 2020-21.  

 

As far as fare, China is India's third biggest fare accomplice 

and records for around 5% share. The effect may bring about 

the accompanying parts in particular natural synthetic 

compounds, plastics, fish items, cotton, minerals, and so on. 

We likewise can't overlook that the greater part of the Indian 

organizations are situated in the eastern piece of China. In 

China, about 72% of organizations in India are situated in 

urban areas like Shanghai, Beijing, territories of Guangdong, 

Jiangsu, and Shandong. In different divisions, these 

organizations work including Industrial assembling, 

fabricating administrations, IT and BPO, Logistics, 

Chemicals, Airlines, and the travel industry.  

It has been seen that a few segments of India have been 

affected by the flare-up of coronavirus in China including 

transporting, pharmaceuticals, cars, mobiles, gadgets, 

materials, and so forth. Likewise, a gracefully chain may 

influence a few disturbances partners with ventures and 

markets. In general, the effect of coronavirus in the business 

is moderate. India could likewise be a recipient of positive 

streams since it has all the earmarks of being the least-

affected market. A few wares like metals, upstream and 

downstream oil organizations, could observer the effect of 

lower worldwide interest affecting product costs. In the 

second from last quarter (October-December) development 

is eased back down to 4.7% and the effect of COVID-19 will 

additionally be found in the final quarter.  

 

Impact of COVID-19 on Different Sector of Indian 

Economy  

 

Chemical Industry 
Some compound plants have been closed down in China. So 

there will be limitations on shipments/coordination. It was 

discovered that 20% of the creation has been affected 

because of the interruption in crude material flexibly. China 

is a significant provider of Indigo that is required for denim. 

Business in India is probably going to get influenced so 

individuals making sure about their provisions. In any case, 

it is a chance. US and EU will attempt to expand their 

business sectors. A portion of the business can be redirected 

to India which can likewise be exploited.  

 

Shipping Industry 
 Coronavirus flare-up has affected the matter of payload 

development specialist organizations. According to the 

sources, every day per vessel has declined by more than 75-

80% in dry mass exchange.  

 

Automobile Industry 
Its effect on Indian organizations will shift and rely on the 

degree of the business with China. China's business no 

uncertainty is influenced. Be that as it may, current degrees 

of the stock appear to be adequate for the Indian business. In 

the event that the shutdown in China proceeds, at that point 

it is relied upon to bring about a 8-10% constriction of 
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Indian vehicle fabricating in 2020. Automobile industry to 

observe huge income misfortune because of interruption in 

flexibly chain universally. The car area is feeling the 

squeeze as well. In traveller vehicles alone, the lockdown is 

assessed to have decreased creation by ~240,000 units 

(~10% of complete yearly creation). Every day of loss of 

creation is causing the business lost over INR2,300 crores in 

income all things considered, collecting to over INR48,700 

crores (~2% of all out car industry income) more than 21 

days. After the lockdown is lifted, money related impulses 

and low assumption may drive about 35–40% of shoppers to 

concede their vehicle buy choices for the following a half 

year (until September 2020). Subsequently, yearly deals of 

light engine vehicles and cruisers are evaluated to fall by 

~4.2 million units in 2020.  

 

The spread of the pandemic all around had a whiplash 

impact over the gracefully chain. Car makers in India rely 

exceptionally upon auto segments imported from COVID-

19-influenced nations, for example, China, Germany and 

South Korea. This factor also will unfavourably affect 

creation.  

 

Pharmaceuticals Industry 
Despite being one of the top definitions of medication 

exporters on the planet, the pharmacy business of India 

depends vigorously on import as of mass medications. Due 

to the corona virus flare-up, it will likewise be affected.  

 

Textile Industry 
Due to corona virus episode, a few pieces of 

clothing/material manufacturing plants in China have ended 

activities that thusly influencing the fares of texture, yarn 

and other crude materials from India.  

 

Solar Power Sector 
Indian designers may confront some deficit of crude 

materials required in sun based boards/cells and restricted 

stocks from China.  

 

Electronic Industry 
The significant provider is China in hardware being a last 

item or crude material utilized in the electronic business. 

India's electronic industry may confront flexibly 

interruptions, creation, and decrease sway on item costs 

because of substantial reliance on gadgets part gracefully 

straightforwardly or in a roundabout way and nearby 

assembling.  

 

IT Sector 
The New Year occasions in China has been reached out due 

to coronavirus flare-up that antagonistically affected the 

income and development of Indian IT organizations. 

 

Tourism and Aviation 

Due to the corona virus flare-up, the inflow of voyagers 

from China and from other East Asian locales to India will 

lose that will affect the travel industry part and income. A 

flare-up of COVID-19 affected the entire world and has 

been felt across ventures. The episode is pronounced as a 

national crisis by the World Health Organization. In India 

the three significant supporters of GDP specifically private 

utilization, speculation and outside exchange will all get 

influenced. World and Indian economy are endeavouring to 

alleviate the wellbeing dangers of COVID-19 with the 

financial dangers and essential estimates required will be 

taken to improve it. Monotonous Street ahead for movement 

and the travel industry and amusement. The movement and 

the travel industry was one of the primary segments to be 

influenced by the episode, and in all probability will 

likewise be the hardest hit. The Indian Association of Tour 

Operators (IATO) gauges the lodging, travel and avionics 

areas to bring about misfortunes of up to Rs 8,500 crores 

because of movement limitations forced on outside visitors.  

 

The drop in numbers is as of now influencing a few little and 

fair sized players in the visit working and tagging space. 

Liquidity crunch would no doubt bring about critical 

occupation misfortunes in the following barely any months.  

 

Abrogation of tickets, discounts and low usage pace of 

carriers have exacerbated the situation for the effectively 

bothered flying industry amidst a money crunch. The 

business affiliation is looking for alleviation as tax breaks, 

postponement of GST installment, the expansion of stream 

fuel under GST, decrease in air terminal charges, an 

impermanent cut in extract obligation on fly fuel, and other 

monetary guide to pad the effect.  

 

The Events and Entertainment Management Association 

(EEMA) has mentioned for help to help its 60 million 

workers in the wake of delay or crossing out of all 

significant national occasions because of the pandemic. The 

business has an immense segment of blue-captured laborers 

on day by day compensation, whose work is in danger 

because of the across the nation lockdown.  

 

The famous film industry isn't behind. Every single 

significant discharge and shooting of movies has been 

required to be postponed. The Indian film industry will 

probably confront lost ~INR200–250 crores throughout the 

following 2–3 months.  

 

With social removing turning into a standard, in any event 

for the following barely any months, both travel and the 

travel industry and amusement segments are not expected to 

recuperate soon. Besides, joblessness and fall in income 

levels would aggravate the situation.      

 

FMCG and Retail Players 
Since the burden of the across the nation lockdown, FMCG 

organizations and retailers are managing difficulties 

principally around three exceptionally interconnected issues: 

flood popular and exhaustion of stock, decrease in 

workforce, and gracefully chain interruption.  

 

Frenzy actuated amassing implied general store racks were 

getting unfilled quicker than they could be renewed. Both 

conventional and present day retailers endured the worst 

part, with any semblance of DMart, Big Bazaar and Nature's 

Basket in the long run decreasing working hours, set 

boundaries for the acquisition of fundamental things (like 

eggs, milk, flour, and so on.), or at times, really close down 

for a couple of days. Web based business tasks of significant 

block and mortar retailers just as Amazon and Flipkart were 

not saved either.  
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As retailers battle to convey orders, imaginative conveyance 

models are developing. A few models are Big Basket and 

Flipkart tying up with Uber and Swiggy for last-mile 

conveyance of fundamental things, Zomato propelling 

Zomato Market administration to convey goods from retail 

locations, and ITC cooperating with Domino's Pizza for zero 

contact conveyance of Aashirvaad brand of atta and flavors.  

 

The lockdown has prompted the movement of laborers to 

their homes in rustic zones, causing a deficiency of workers 

and, in this manner, disturbance of gracefully chains. To 

contain the effect, a few retailers (GROFERS and Spencer's 

Retail) are embracing reverse flexibly chain component, i.e., 

sending own trucks and laborers to pick products from 

conveyance focuses, while others (DMart and Metro Cash 

and Carry) are offering extra motivating forces (INR400–

500 every day) to their laborers. The choice of FMCG 

players, for example, HUL, Godrej, and ITC to restart 

creation of fundamentals products at select plants, yet at 

decreased usage rates, is an invite step. Be that as it may, 

they have to get ready better to deliver gives prone to rise in 

the medium term. Limitations on movement and 

neighbourliness administrations have unleashed destruction 

on the mass institutional deals and foodservice organizations 

of these FMCG organizations. 

 

2. Conclusion 
 

Covid-19 has posed an unprecedented challenge for India. 

Given the large size of the population, the precarious 

situation of the economy, especially of the financial sector in 

the pre-Covid-19 period, and the economy‟s dependence on 

informal labour, lockdowns and other social distancing 

measures would be hugely disruptive. The central and state 

governments have recognized the challenge and have 

responded but this response should be just the beginning. 

Policy makers need to be prepared to scale up the response 

as the events unfold so as to minimise the impact of the 

shock on both the formal and informal sectors and pave the 

way for a V-shaped recovery. At the same time they must 

ensure that the responses remain enshrined in a rules-based 

framework and limit the exercise of discretion in order to 

avoid long-term damage to the economy. 

 

The pandemic has paralyzed economies, compelling 

businesses to re-evaluate their strategies. Companies will 

need to build their financial muscle and focus on developing 

a lean structure to stir through the uncertain business 

environment. The global nature of the outbreak, coupled 

with its high intensity and long duration, is expected to 

change the business landscape by way of shift in trade flows, 

investments and consumption patterns. Hence, the priority 

for businesses should be to draft a comprehensive action and 

recovery plan to mitigate the risks and address the main 

challenges. 
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